
Reception news   24th January 2020 
 

Last week, we focussed on adding one more from a group of objects. This week we are adding 2 

groups of objects together to find the total. Next week, we are beginning to learn subtraction.     

           

In Literacy, we are focusing on reading skills. We have been practising how to segment and blend 

words, read small captions and are beginning to read sentences.  

       

Last week, we introduced the story ‘Supertato’. The children have enjoyed taking part in different 

activities based on this story. They have drawn pictures of the characters and labelled them, 

sequenced pictures of the story describing the beginning, middle and end. Some children have 

written sentences about what happened in the story, other children have labelled a picture of 

‘Supertato’.  Next week, we will be looking at ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears.’ 

In the afternoons, we have made superhero masks, fruit printings and we even created our own 

super veggie heroes using real vegetables!  In Red Class, the evil pea visited and left a note telling 

us that he had frozen the vegetables – our job was to free them.  
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If your child would like to bring in one of their favourite books for us to read during story time at the 

end of the day then we are happy to read them, however, please can you ensure they are 

named to avoid anyone losing their book.  

If you have not brought in your child’s PE kit then please can this be in school as soon as possible 

please, because the children are using the apparatus and need the appropriate clothing.  

Please continue to supporting your child/children with their reading, their Red words and Maths 

Inter rail targets as this helps to secure their knowledge. 

A reminder that you can now book parents evening appointments for the Tuesday 11th February 

or Wednesday 12th February on eschools.  

Thank you for your continued support. 

 

 


